Ted
Markstein

Ted Markstein, menswear designer and retailer in the late
sixties, early seventies, proprietor of the ‘In Shoppe for Men’
chain in Sydney and Melbourne.
In his next incarnation as a painter was hung in three Archibald
Competitions. His portrait works now hang in various public
collections including the High Court in Canberra.
Till recently resident guru at Userland, Katoomba’s local Apple
shop, now residing in Gozo and working as a full time poet.
Currently working on ‘Odysseus and Calypso – The Gozo
Chronicles’ a major theatre/opera/film in verse based on the
story of Odysseus and Calypso and the Gods of Ancient
Greece, set in Gozo, reputedly the ancient Isle of Ogygia.

Peter
Adams

Peter Adams has spent the last 33 years photographing and
recording conversations with great photographers around
the world. The collection, entitled A Few of the Legends, now
numbers around 500 portraits with the photographers who have
captured the history of mankind over the past 100 years.
Many of the portraits and some double-page spreads
from the book may be seen at www.peteradams.com
The book is 600 pages, four colours plus varnish, measuring
28.5cm x 28.5cm, to be published end 2016/early 2017.
Mail order copies may be purchased through the secure online
shop at www.peteradams.com pre-publication orders
save 25% off the retail price visit www.peteradams.com to order

The book does not include Ted Markstein’s poetry.

America,
we need to
talk

America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy,
founded
on slavery
so sad
itʼs no
longer legal
but, heck
thereʼs
ways
around
anything?

America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy,
the one youʼre
bringing
to the world
because
freedom
liberty
and the
american way
of life
sitcom style?

America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy,
the one
that
kills our
children
fighting
for freedom
fighting
for oil
fighting
for Cheney?

America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy,
the one youʼre
claiming
gives you the
moral right
to invade
anywhere
and liberate
the locals
from oppression
by murdering them?

America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy,
the one
that tries
to make
the rules
for
everywhere
everywhere else
that is
just not
America?

‘AMERICA, WE NEED TO TALK’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy,
the one
thatʼs protected
by guns
in every home
in case
just in case
freedom
is threatened
and John Wayneʼs
not available?
America,
we need to talk
about your democracy,
do you remember
your democracy
well, do you?

PORTRAIT OF BILL STETTNER IN HIS ‘GARAGE SALE’ JUNK SHOP, NEW YORK, © PETER ADAMS, 1991

Bill Stettner: “I have
never regretted taking
the high ground on the
copyright issue - even
though now, there’s
not a single advertising
agency in New York
who would employ me - my stand on the issue put
me out of the photography business, and into the
junk shop business!”
(LEFT) ‘THE STARS AND STRIPES’, © BILL STETTNER 1965

Letcher
hair hang
down
the crowd, the mob, the masses
feeding, feeding, feeding
eating their lollies
loving their pollies
indulging their follies
the crowd, the mob, the masses
rushing, rushing, rushing
hoisting their brollies
right off their trolleys
indulging their follies
the crowd, the mob, the masses
leching, leching, letching
jumping their dollies
screwing their mollies indulging
their follies
the crowd, the mob, the masses
dying, dying, dying
stanleys and ollies
shebas and sollys
destroyed by their follies

‘LECHER HAIR HANG DOWN’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF LORRIE GRAHAM, © PETER ADAMS, 1997

Lorrie Graham: “A
photo is never neutral.
It’s impossible not to
have a point of view.
Photographers who
deny this are dishonest.
We all bring our own baggage and background to
the choice of subject and the moment we take the
photograph.”

(LEFT) PRIME MINISTER, THE HON. BOB HAWKE, AUSTRALIA © LORRIE GRAHAM 1983

Maybe

all that pain
all that hurt
all that fear
all that loneliness
all that betrayal
but above all
the loneliness
the bluster
the phantasms
the reassurances
mantras grasped
from some psych
tyro’s lecture notes
the emptiness
the shell stripped
bare hanging so
fragile covering
the emptiness within
the howling loss
heartbreak to heartbreak
tears to tears
and the uncertain
solace of memory
faded and abraded
cannot can never
truly bury the
sad sad truth
of maybe

‘MAYBE’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF GEORGE TAMES, © PETER ADAMS, 1992

George Tames was a
White House, photographer
for four decades and is
best remembered for his
photograph of John F.
Kennedy looking out of the
south window of the oval
office ‘The Loneliest Job in the world’. Tames took
the photograph through the door of the Oval Office,
after Kennedy thought he had left.
(LEFT) PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY, THE OVAL OFFICE, © GEORGE TAMES, 1961

Come,
let us weep
together
Come, let us weep together
For those moments
Remembered in intensity
If not in accuracy
Come, let us weep together
For those opportunities
Lost through inaction
And forever regretted
Come, let us weep together
For this life
Once full of promise
Scattered to the winds
PORTRAIT OF JUDY DATER, © PETER ADAMS, 1991

Judy Dater: “Persephone
was just the beginning in a
long line of research for me,
examining various kinds
of erotic things, sexual
fantasies, reading dirty
stories in true romance
books, searching for the
dirty pages - you know, all
of that sort of stuff.”

‘COME, LET US WEEP’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015 AND ‘PERSEPHONE’ BY THOMAS HART BENTON, 1938

(LEFT) IMOGEN CUNNINGHAM AND ‘TWINKA’, © JUDY DATER 1974

Mourning
that time
mourning that time
when all seemed clear
the air fresh clean
hope bright and sparkling
such is the construction
woven out of memory
and now is it
really closer to real
staring past these eyes
waiting and waiting
for the closer than
before than ever
stripped away shredded
dissolving on the wind
the soft focus pretenses
the feverish enthusiasms
the perverse convictions
and burning down
to the nothing
and sometimes
a curious stillness
acceptance peace
a seeming resignation
and the peculiar
ironies of freedom

‘MOURNING THAT TIME’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF SLIM HEWITT, © PETER ADAMS, 1987

‘Slim’ Hewitt: “Take one more
step backwards and you’ll blow
us to smithereens, there’s a land
mine right behind you!’ You forget
everything once you’ve got a
camera to your eye.”

(LEFT) ‘BOY WITH TYRE’, FROM THE HOUSE ON THE CORNER WITHOUT ANY STEPS, © CHARLES ‘SLIM’ HEWITT, 1944

Beyond
Price
the stillness that
cannot be bought
can still be broken
the ever present
lure of engagement
of the senses
of the emotions
of the highs
of the lows
the temporary flash
of excitement felt
the heightened pulses
injustice stoking the
heat of anger
racing racing racing
raging against the
darkness of the
actions of oppressors
but as always
regaining the calm
the detachment borne
of hearts broken
again and again
abundance of compassion
regaining the calm
the stillness that
cannot be bought.

‘BEYOND PRICE’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF ROBERT McFARLANE, © PETER ADAMS, 2015

Robert McFarlane: “When you
photograph someone, put your
ego aside and just think who the
hell is that person and how will we
remember them? A snapshot of
greatness is better than the most
grand pompous portrait.”

(LEFT) ‘BEA NUDE, 1968’, © ROBERT McFARLANE, 1968

Never an
end
there is a gulf, unbridgeable
infinitely deep, too wide
it seems, for crossing
here is the high ground
the absolute of uncompromise
from whence stems action
or refusal to act
and it is this
despite all the naysayers
the equivocaters, the weaselworders
the eggs and omelettes rationalizers
the defenders of the abuses
of power and control
the self designated pragmatists
the smirking self-assured relativists
the stinking callers up of their
putrid brand of realism
you know them well
you know of whom
I speak
despite all these and
all their attendant flunkies
and oh so smart coteries
of oh so overeducated scions
of cant and incomprehension
despite all these
know that
the end never justifies the means
for here in the flow
of the endless river of existence
there is never an end
to anything
‘NEVER AN END’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF JOE ROSENTHAL, © PETER ADAMS, 1992

Joe Rosenthal: “The question
always arises ‘Was it a set up
shot, or was it a grab shot?’ Well,
it certainly wasn’t a set up shot.
It was something the marines
were going to do with me, or
without me. I only photographed
the moment. I gave the marines
no signal, I didn’t select the men
and I didn’t tell them what to do and I didn’t tell the
wind which way to blow!”
(LEFT) RAISING THE FLAG AT IWO JIMA, © JOE ROSENTHAL, FEB 23rd, 1945 (COURTESY OF ASSOCIATED PRESS)

Not to black

The star
fades
not to black
but pallid
its lustre
stolen
by the night thief.
And then
the transparent
veil of grey
announces
the day.
Or is it
really
the day?

The drear
oppression
of the soul.
The petty
insults
of ageing.
Betraying
the body
little by little
time over time.
Insidious
unstoppable
wear
and
tear.

Words
collapse
to flatness.
Pedestrian
their flames
banked.
Mud
drags
against movement.
Gravity
oppresses
impedes,
asserting
its downward
compulsion.

And
just like that.
Gone.
Lifted.
Vanished
as if
it never were.
But the
shadow
of a shadow
memory
of memory
lingers
in some dark corner.
Waiting for next time.

‘NOT TO BLACK’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF HELMUT NEWTON, © PETER ADAMS, 2014

Helmut Newton on
women: “They either
are so dumb that they
can only sit there,
silently staring straight
ahead with vacant
looks on their faces.
Or they get on my nerves because they can’t stop
blabbering. Then there are those who believe they
have to talk about important issues - those are the
worst of all.”
(LEFT) POST CARD FROM MONACO

Requiescat

there comes a time
so they all say
when fates collide
and forces conclude
that the moment
is at hand
and this time
it will all
be different
but
somehow
like quicksilver
after many
shiny promises
and shimmering
intimations
it
all
just
slips
away

‘REQUIESCAT’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF GRAHAM McCARTER, © PETER ADAMS, 1984

Graham McCarter decided to
become a photographer after
viewing Steichen’s Family of Man
exhibition: “It made me realise
other people had problems too,
not just me. Since then I’ve
always wanted to take photos of
people less fortunate than me so
that, in some small way, I can have an effect.”

(LEFT) ‘BRETT WHITELEY’, © GRAHAM McCARTER 1991

The sound
of justice
weeping
Say, do you hear
Still and small
In the distance ever present
The sound of justice weeping?
For what might have been
And isn’t
For all that was
And wasn’t.
For what we might have done
And didn’t.
For what we should have done
But wouldn’t.
And will we turn our eyes
Away from the shame
Away from the blame
And stand with the counted?
Or just keep sleeping while
Still and small
In the distance ever present
Comes the sound of justice weeping?

‘THE SOUND OF JUSTICE WEEPING’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF JOHN FILO, © PETER ADAMS, 1992

John Filo: “I could see the
body of Jeff Miller lying on the
road. He’d been shot in the
neck. It could only have been
a few seconds beforehand,
but already there was a lot
of blood, like someone had kicked over a bucket of
blood. Then Mary Ann Vecchio, comes running up the
street and kneels down beside the body. Then she
screamed, a God-awful scream.”
(LEFT) MARY ANN VECCHIO LEANING OVER THE BODY OF JEFF MILLER, KENT STATE UNIVERSITY, © JOHN FILO 1970

Senile
Lamentia
how young
we were
how beautiful
how golden
how wilful
in our
casual cruelty
how secure
in our
unending future
for were we
not immortal
and surely
we would
change the
world
in between
the times
in between
the sheets
where we
adored our
mirror images
and how
high we
flew and
how low
we fell
and how
the heads
all turned

as we
burst upon
the scene
and blinding
light travelled
with us
and now
so distant
so weathered
so burned
so far
removed
passions dimmed
memories uncertain
save for
the flashes
of remembering
how then
that despite
the evidence
of reflection
so undeniable
here inside
or wherever
we feel
we are
as we
once were
when we
were immortal.

‘SENILE LAMENTIA’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF JOHN CATO, © PETER ADAMS, 1991

John Cato: “I have very little
regard for critics and what
they put in a newspaper
a week after I’ve had an
exhibition. But there are
people I do have regard for,
and I am always interested in
what they think.”

(LEFT) ‘JOHN’S FEET’, © JOHN CATO 1984

Days of
Darkness
The days of darkness are upon us
Those that even serpents would reject hold sway
Over all, strutting their stuff, mouthing their poisons
Trampling, trampling on all and sundry
Aside from their self entitled born to rulers
And so we must needs endure through this
Yet again, and yet again submit to upholders
Of prejudice and practices corrupt
And the untenable piety of the impious
Killing us, but for our own good, or so they say
Or, this time, is it perhaps that time, that
One time too many times and so
The camelʼs back breaker, bringing
As it must, turmoil, chaos and uncertainty
Shaking apart what seemed so permanent?
There is always a limit, to good, to evil
Always a limit, an end point, and then
Change, sometimes in the blinking of an eye
And then, nothing once again is ever the same
As if anything is or ever could be.

‘DAYS OF DARKNESS’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF MARTINE FRANCK, © PETER ADAMS, 1991

Martine Franck: “My grand
father died when he fell off a
dike in Ostend, while taking
photographs of his kids. This
can happen so easily when
looking thru a lens: for a split
second nothing else exists
outside the frame.”

(LEFT) ‘TAXIPHONE AU MÉTRO TUILERIES, 1977’ © MARTINE FRANCK, 1977

The eyes
have it
the eyes have it
point of view
all in focus
meaning floats
in and out
back and forth
two way mirrors
of the soul
so they say
whoever they
may be
be that
as it may
nothing’s as
it’s seen
or even
as it seems
how then
such certainty
in strident
declaration
that anything
is ever
really true

PORTRAIT OF JEFF MOORFOOT, © PETER ADAMS, 2015

Jeff Moorfoot: “Written on
the leaf of the carrot are the
words: Sandwiched between
the print and the backing
board is a photograph of the
author masturbating.”

so this
is how
a camera
must feel

‘THE EYES HAVE IT’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

(LEFT) ‘CARROT’, © JEFF MOORFOOT 2008

The Heart

such skies as never dreamt of open before me
never have the heavens been so manifest in destiny
those covering veils as guard the minds of mortals
tempering and shielding such brilliance now revealed
as would render all men blind and helpless forever
frozen in the sight of glory, the great forbidden face
the senses all bedazzled, beauty blinds the eyes
more than the shell, deeper than the skin
such emanations so striking, how can this be?
can such being be real or has delusion o’ertaken
perception, such a construct surely not of this clay,
this common clay, this everyday mundanity, no
this surely can be nought but the work of gods
o, sweet torment, how beats the heart, how then it swells
and beats against its bony cage, swelling, swelling
surging, clamoring to be free of fleshy constraint
to burst and rise, to pour in torrent, melding
with the greater heart, the heart of hearts
the heart forever beating, forever singing
the heart of all and everything and everywhere
as ever was and is and ever will be
ask not from whence this came
question not such gifts and treasures
follow the heart, obey its bidding
all else falls away as always it must
fading to dust, dropping from memory
forgotten in the sweet delirium of sanity
in all the universe there is not gratitude
sufficient to repay such bounty

‘THE HEART’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF ERIC VICTOR, © PETER ADAMS, 1996

Eric Victor: “There is
a time when life takes
on a new direction.
It comes from an
understanding of
what makes the world
go round. The trip is now not so much a matter of how
much, but of how enjoyable.”

(LEFT) ‘ALI WOOD’, © ERIC VICTOR

The people
of the book
the people of the book
secure in their certitude
basking in imagined
promises of life eternal
vicarious in enjoyment
of their trespasses
forgiven their sins
washed clean by
recital of mere ritual
and dousing of the
holy water and eating
of the body and
drinking of the blood

vanity saith the preacher
but really who listens
repent saith he thundering
from the pulpit at
the supine flock below
talk not of thy
suffering in this world
but praise him
for his mercy
for is that not
god’s divine gift
thus written for all who
have eyes to see?

the people of the book
cleaving to authority
invoking the lord’s name
speaking with such assurance
in his name prescribing
prescribing secure in their
favoured position as the
chosen for is it not
thus written for all who
have eyes to see?
and is not god’s
guarantee of life hereafter
of sufficient currency?

there will come
a reckoning and
it will be chaos
and fire and brimstone
and pain and suffering
and the crumbling of
all that once seemed
so solid so concrete
so strong so real
all will fail and
all will fall and
where then will
be your god?

‘THE HEART’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF PETER ADAMS, © PETER EASTWAY 2016

such opinionated souls.”

Peter Eastway: “I’m not
sure I want to be known
as a photographer.
		
Perhaps being
an accountant is safer as
photographers seem to
be a disparate group of

(LEFT) SANTA MARIA DEI MIRACOLI, ITALY, © PETER EASTWAY 2003

The secret

there is a gift
where it sits
it has always sat
and always will
in plain sight
yet sight unseen

there is a voice
crying in the wilderness
ignored by many
heard by few
always there
behind the wind

scorned by many
embraced by few
there for the taking
there for the feeling
always breaking
never broken

sought by many
found by few
there for the taking
there for the asking
in plain sight
yet sight unseen

ignored by many
heard by few
there for the taking
there for the listening
always there
behind the wind

there is a secret
echoing to the heavens
open exposed and always
available to all
always breaking
never broken

there is a secret
echoing to the heavens
open exposed and always
available to all
in plain sight
yet sight unseen

the voice is the secret
the secret is no secret
there for the taking
there for the knowing
and not caring
don’t hold back

the heart is the secret
the secret is no secret
there for the taking
there for the feeling
and not caring
don’t hold back

the gift is the secret
the secret is no secret
there for the taking
there for the knowing
and not caring
don’t hold back

there is a heart
burning burning
scorned by many
embraced by few
always breaking
never broken

‘THE SECRET’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF GILBERT ROSSI, © PETER ADAMS 2014

Gilbert Rossi: “Photography
became my life and my
way of visually exploring
everything from my love of
women, to the landscape
and our interaction with it, to
the more structured landscape of our cities.”

(LEFT) UNTITLED, © GILBERT ROSSI

Under the
mushroom
In Mesopotamia
Or thereabouts
Kubla Khan’s
Illegitimate offspring
Pleasured themselves
And selected others
While Rome burned
With envy at the
License taken without
Regal assent or
Dissent for that
Matter as if
It mattered
Anyhow.
Meanwhile
On the hustings
We three word
Every damn thing
In bold italic
Make it simple
Stupid or is that
Simply stupid?
Punctuation’s a bitch
In heat and plagued by
cedillae
Top and tailing
Leading, trailing
Apropos apostropho
Or tempest you us

Ole Prospero
Or maybe not.
Nought gained
Nothing ventured
Turnabout easy
Does it? Is it?
Only the Shadow
Knows a thing
Or three closer
My Lord
To thee? Nah, pass
The terps ichor.
And so my storied’s
Ass in ended, all
The letters nicely
Blended. Meaning
Once again
Transcended
So it goes
My tale now spended.

‘THE SECRET’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF EDDIE ADAMS, © PETER ADAMS 1992

Eddie Adams: “I’m not a
great believer in the power
of the moving image. A still
picture has greater lasting
power. A still photographer
has to show the whole
fucking movie in one picture.
On the screen, it’s over and back in the can in seconds
but a still photograph is going to be there forever.”

(LEFT) GENERAL LOAM EXECUTING A VIET CONG PRISONER, SAIGON, 1968, © EDDIE ADAMS 1968

When the
time came
When the time came
as it must
as it did
presaged
by a
curious hiatus
in which
nothing appeared
to move
in which
the world
held its breath
we gathered
on the mountain
on the plains
on the beaches
we few
drawn unknowing
compelled to gather
moving
as in a dream
and so
assembled
waited with
mute passivity
for the
end
of
everything

and the
beginning
of
everything else.

‘WHEN THE TIME CAME’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

PORTRAIT OF MAX DUPAIN, © PETER ADAMS 1986

Max Dupain: “Photographers
need more than just style.
They must examine the bigger
issues – their attitudes, their
philosophies. With many
images you’re forced to ask,
where the hell is the bloody
idea?”

BONDI, © MAX DUPAIN 1938

Wings of
desire
Write the truth
The truth behind
concealment
As in the best kept secret
Shouted to the treetops
Ignored and disbelieved
For being out there
Out loud
Out
Loud.
For how much is vision
to be believed
Acted upon
Or ignored
For want of
Concrete proof
Or not
And in cold heat
Unsoftened
By the sentimental
Glossing of emotion
The maudlin reek
Of self-pity
Or worse
Self piety.
And it is
Worse.
The coddled self
The addled self
Poor me

Poor me
Poor
Me.
Away with
Its diseased odour
Its deceased ordure
Its breaching
The border between
The shadow and the self.
So, let us not speak
Of such embarrassments
Rather to the matter
At hand
And place it
In context
For context extraction
Is surely born
From the
Mother of Lies
A general fraudulence
Masquerading
As sweet reason
But quicksand based
And thereby sinking
Beneath the weight
Of its decayed
And bogus premises.
And how, pray tell
Does this ramble
Serve purpose in
‘WINGS OF DESIRE’, © TED MARKSTEIN 2015

These days of
Three card monte
Where the Red Queen
Artfully concealed
Is never to be found
For long?
As they say
And lie or
In the best of aspects
Hope and pray
Truth will out.
But sadly not so
Certain.
Decoding, reading
between the lines
Between the lies
Around the threats
Veiled by curtain
Of suspect bribes
And promises.
Vainly hoping
Sometime
Somewhere
Somehow
The
Truth
Will
Set
You
Free.

PORTRAIT OF NOELL OSZVALD, © PETER ADAMS 2014

Noell Ozvald: “I don’t want
the people looking at my
photographs to be influenced
by my face. I want my pictures
to be about something deeper –
not just about my appearance.”

’PREJUDICE, 2013’, © NOELL OSZVALD 2013

